RP Pulse is the minute-long meta poll created to help inform the IRPE field on trends and to help the RP Group respond to the needs of the IRPE community. Below is a snapshot of your responses in April.

IN APRIL WE LAUNCHED RP PULSE AND ASKED:

- What information / resources / research do you currently need that you are having trouble accessing yourself?
- How can the RP Group best support you and the IRPE community during this time?

TOP 5 IRPE NEEDS IN APRIL
(Most responses were situated in a COVID-19 context)

1. Student support needs (including housing, food, access, and data/ways to support students)
2. Surveys (including instruments, tracking, and survey fatigue)
3. IRPE strategies, tools, planning, policy
4. IRPE role during COVID-19
5. College/employee support

WHAT WE ARE DOING TO BE RESPONSIVE

- Create and disseminate two Statewide Surveys in partnership with the CCCCO and the Hope Center to understand the impact on and experiences of both CCC students and employees across the state in response to COVID-19 (Coming in May)
- Create and launch new weekly virtual PIER to PIER gatherings to help our CCC IRPE professionals connect in a casual but informational way covering topics of pressing need such as Canvas data such as Canvas data and ethics in research
- Create and launch RP Pulse meta poll to help gather data quickly and in real time so that we may be responsive to the IRPE field’s needs
- Deliver our bi-annual 2-track Summer Institute in an online modality including offering hands-on support and coaching for participants (weeks of June 8 and June 15)
- Compile college surveys (shared via the RP listserv) on our website for easier access
- Launch Community-first Content by reducing, targeting, and prioritizing content to be centered on members’ needs during this time
- Gather feedback from the field and respond with new resources and information regularly

Be a part of the solution. Let us take your pulse at
https://rpgroup.org/Resources/RP_Pulse